
AP HUMAN GEOGRAPHY AGRICULTURE UNIT PROJECT 
 

EVERYBODY, regardless of whether you are working solo or with a partner, MUST fill out the project proposal 

form for a daily grade. You MUST fill out the correct form for your class period--this IS part of the grade. 

 

The project itself counts as 20% of your 5th six weeks’ average and is due on Friday, March 23.  
 

OPTION ONE (solo or with a partner; if you work with a partner, you only need to submit one of everything, but BOTH of 

your full names need to be on everything, and you’ll earn the same grade): 

1) Make a dish or bring a food in which a main ingredient is a crop from one of the primary or secondary crop 

hearths. This can be a dish you make or buy. You must use the map on pg. 348 of your textbook. The dish must 

not require refrigeration or heating. Making a dish featuring an ingredient from one of the animal hearths 

instead is NOT an option.  

2) If you’re not sure what something is, research it! That’s part of the learning experience and the fun of the 

project. Find recipes using the food by googling “recipes with ___.” Seek out less common foods at stores like 

Whole Foods, Central Market, and Fiesta Mart. Find others by googling “ethnic grocery stores in Dallas.” 

3) Bring the dish to class, along with any eating or serving utensils/receptacles required. There should be enough 

so that about 25 people can taste your dish. 

4) Bring the following to accompany the display of your dish so that it is readily available to your classmates: 

a) a list of all ingredients in the dish (or the actual recipe, which will contain the ingredients & directions 

for making the dish) 

b) a hand-drawn or computer-generated map labeled with the crop hearth and crop that is a main 

ingredient in your dish 

c) Special info--see #6. 

5) Write, type, and print a paper in which you USE COMPLETE SENTENCES INTO WHICH YOU INCORPORATE THE 

QUESTIONS (no bullet points) to detail the following: 

a) What is the crop that is a main ingredient in your dish? 

b) From which hearth--Latin American, Southwest Asia, etc.--did it originate?  

c) Approximately how many years ago is the crop thought to have originated? See color coding on the 

map. Double check that you read the legend correctly. 

d) Is your main ingredient more likely to be grown in an LDC or MDC? Explain your answer. 

e) Which specific type of agriculture according to Whittlesey (dairying, Mediterranean, etc.) is most likely 

to be used today to produce the main ingredient in your dish? Explain your answer. 

f) In which climate type is your crop most likely grown? See the map at the top of pg. 357. 

g) “fun facts” about your crop, including the source(s) (complete URL only is fine) from which you found 

your fun facts, such as the following: 

(1) What is your crop?  

(2) Is your crop similar to other well-known crops? 

(3) In which region of the world is your crop still a staple of the diet? 

PLEASE NOTE: This paper must be typed, printed, & brought to class on the due date. 

6) “Extraness” for this project--Here are some ideas to make your project more creative and/or to ensure more of 

your peers will taste it. Please include this info along with your ingredient list and map (#4). 

a) Can you make your dish resemble the flag of a particular country? 

b) Does your dish use fair trade and/or organic ingredients? 

c) Is your dish gluten free? 

d) Is your dish vegetarian? 

e) Is your dish vegan? 

f) Bring a copy of the actual recipe (ingredients + cooking directions) so that people who are interested 

can photograph it.  



g) If you are bringing food that you purchased, make it look more homemade & attractive by putting it in 

a serving dish. 

 

OPTION TWO (solo project): Watch three TED talks that are related to Unit V, Agriculture & Rural Land use. Analyze them 

in the context of the learning objectives detailed in the AP HuG course outline. Your typed, printed analysis must include:  

1. the title of the talk,  

2. the speaker’s name, and  

3. the full URL at which the talk can be found;  

4. an explanation as to why something specific the speaker said was thought-provoking (quote the 

speaker and explain your reaction or response); and  

5. a geographic analysis. Specify which the number/letter identifier of the unit 5 learning standard, such 

as D.1.a., and write out the learning standard itself, such as Agricultural innovations (e.g., biotechnology, 

genetically modified organisms, organic farming, aquaculture) have resulted in ongoing debates over 

environmental, cultural, and health impacts, you are using to analyze information in the talk, and explain 

how you believe information in the talk relates to that standard. Please note that the talk may fit 

more than standard. The one you identify will guide your analysis of the significance of the 

information in the talk.  

6. Conclude with a sentence or two explaining the significance of information in the talk. This could 

include, but is not limited to, predicting consequences or effects of the information in the talk on 

particular people or places; offering a contrasting viewpoint; speculating about cultural values that 

are revealed by the information; or making a personal connection to the event. Be prepared to share 

your work with the class. 

 






